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  Subjective equal-loudness contours are used to create weighting functions for human noise-mitigation criteria. Comparable direct
measurements of subjective loudness with animal subjects are, however, difficult to conduct. Using methods similar to those used in previous
mammalian studies, this study estimated subjective loudness through the measurement of response time (RT) in an auditory signal-detection
task. Measurements were conducted in a sound-attenuating hut with a California sea lion and under water in a quiet pool with a bottlenose
dolphin. Tonal stimuli were presented at supra- and near-threshold sound pressure levels (SPLs) using a method of constant stimuli. Median
RT increased with decreasing SPL for both species across all tested frequencies. A Piéron function, which models RT as a function of SPL,
was fitted to the RT-SPL curves in a nonlinear fashion. Equal-latency curves were based on the Piéron functions at each frequency. Preliminary
results for the sea lion suggest that the equal-latency curves are similar to the audiogram at longer median RTs (~300 ms), with increasing
deviation from the audiogram at the fastest median RTs (~200 ms). Continued testing with additional subjects will provide further data for
designing marine mammal auditory weighting functions. [Funded by U.S. Navy Living Marine Resources Program].
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INTRODUCTION 

There has been a great deal of interest in designing criteria for mitigating the effects of anthropogenic noise on 
marine mammal hearing [National Research Council (NRC), 1994; 2005; Southall et al., 2007]. One of the primary 
focus areas has been the generation of auditory weighting functions similar to those designed for humans, such as 
the A-weighting function that is based on the 40-phon equal-loudness contour [American National Standard Institute 
(ANSI), 2001]. These functions allow noise levels to be weighted based on the sensitivity of the auditory system as a 
function of frequency. Generation of weighting functions has typically relied on the derivation of equal-loudness 
curves, which describe the levels at which sounds of different frequencies are perceived as being equally loud. 
Loudness is a psychological phenomenon—as opposed to physical sound metrics such as root-mean-square 
pressure—and studies with humans have used experimental designs in which subjects indicate the physical 
amplitudes of tones of different frequency that are perceived as equally loud (Fletcher and Munson, 1933; Suzuki 
and Takeshima, 2004). Such measures are relatively easy to conduct with humans; however, the levels of instruction 
that are required for subjects to perform in these tasks make comparable studies with animals impractical. 

Animal studies (recently including marine mammals) have therefore focused on using a correlate of loudness—
reaction time (RT)—for describing subjective loudness perception (Stebbins, 1966; Green, 1975; Pfingst et al., 
1975; May et al., 2009; Ridgway and Carder, 2000; Kastelein et al., 2011). Experimental methods for these studies 
typically require a subject to present a conditioned response upon the detection of a pure-tone stimulus. Subject RTs 
are measured across a range of stimulus sound pressure levels (SPLs) to create RT-SPL functions. These functions 
have shortest median RTs at the highest SPLs, and median RT increases exponentially near threshold. Comparison 
of frequency-specific RT-SPL functions yields “equal-latency” curves that approximate equal-loudness curves 
(Pfingst et al., 1975). 

In this study, RTs are measured in a pure-tone detection task with two marine mammal species: the California 
sea lion and the bottlenose dolphin. Frequency-specific RT-SPL curves are used to generate equal-latency curves for 
both species. These curves provide information that can be used to design weighting functions aimed at mitigating 
the effects of anthropogenic noise exposure. 

METHODS 

Subjects 

The subjects of the study were a four-year-old male California sea lion and a 20-year-old male bottlenose 
dolphin at the U.S. Navy Marine Mammal Program (NMMP) in San Diego, CA, USA. Both subjects had full ranges 
of hearing (characteristic of their respective species) based on previously measured psychophysical hearing 
thresholds. 

Test Environments and Materials 

California Sea Lion 

The sea lion was tested in a sound-attenuating hut described by Mulsow et al. (2011). The hut was located on 
floating docks on San Diego Bay near the enclosures that housed the subject. A polyvinyl-chloride (PVC) 
experimental apparatus was located inside of the hut, and comprised a station where the sea lion placed his head and 
a response paddle immediately to the right of the sea lion. The station was equipped with a switch that indicated the 
moment that the sea lion moved his head to touch the response paddle. A light was placed in front of the sea lion, 
and was used to delineate the durations of individual trials. Two trainers accompanied the sea lion into the 
enclosure. The trainers placed the headphones used for stimulus production on the sea lion and delivered food 
reinforcement for correct responses. The experimenter was located in a building adjacent to the sound-attenuating 
hut. A video camera and headset system allowed the experimenter to monitor events in the sound-attenuating hut 
and keep in verbal contact with one of the trainers. 

The experimenter controlled trials using a desktop computer, a National Instruments PCI-6251 Data Acquisition 
card, and custom LabVIEW-based software (Finneran, 2003). Stimuli were 500-ms pure tones (5 ms rise/fall time) 
with frequencies ranging from 0.125 to 32 kHz in octave steps, delivered to Sennheiser HDA 200 headphones 
following filtering and attenuation with custom hardware. 
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Bottlenose Dolphin 

Testing with the dolphin was conducted in an aboveground pool previously described by Finneran and Schlundt 
(2007) and Finneran et al. (2010). The PVC experimental apparatus included an underwater bite plate on which the 
dolphin stationed for each trial. Similar to the sea lion, a trial light was placed in front of the dolphin to indicate the 
duration of trials. A trainer attended to the dolphin from a deck above the pool during experimental sessions, and 
delivered food reinforcement for correct responses. The experimenter, located in a separate room next to the pool, 
monitored the dolphin using a video camera and kept in verbal contact with the trainer using a headset system. 

Trials were controlled in a fashion similar to that used for the sea lion. Acoustic stimuli for the dolphin, however, 
were 10% frequency-modulated (FM) tones. The use of frequency modulation reduces variability in the underwater 
sound field due to multi-path interactions, and result in hearing thresholds that are comparable to those obtained 
using pure tones with dolphins (Finneran and Schlundt, 2007). The FM tones were 500 ms in duration (5 ms rise/fall 
time) with frequencies between 5 and 134.5 kHz. Following filtering and attenuation, the tones were presented using 
either an International Transducer Corporation (ITC) 5446 or 1032 transducer located in front of the dolphin. 

Psychophysical Method 

Stimuli were presented using a method of constant stimuli and a go/no-go paradigm for both the sea lion and the 
dolphin. At the beginning of a trial, the light in front of the subject was turned on. Two types of trials were possible: 
signal trials containing an acoustic signal and control trials that were identical to signal trials except for the 
presentation of an acoustic signal. The occurrence of control trials was random, based on conditional probabilities of 
0.35 and 0.12 for the sea lion and the dolphin, respectively. Each experimental session comprised testing at a single 
frequency. Following a 10 trial “warm-up” at supra-threshold levels, signal levels were chosen from a set of sub- 
and supra-threshold SPLs (in 5-dB increments) at random on a trial-to-trial basis. 

Each species provided a conditioned response upon detection of a signal. The sea lion pressed the response 
paddle to the right of the station with his muzzle and the dolphin provided a conditioned phonation that resembled a 
rapid burst of echolocation clicks. Both species withheld response if no signal was detected. Correct responses (i.e., 
correctly responding following the presentation of a signal and withholding response in the absence of a signal) were 
rewarded with a piece of fish delivered by a trainer. Correct detections and rejections were rewarded equally, and on 
incorrect trials, each species was recalled to the trainer without a fish reward. Two sessions comprising 50 to 80 
trials were typically conducted each day, typically 5 days per week. 

Data Analysis 

Subject RTs were defined as the latency of each subject’s response⎯the release of the station for the sea lion and 
the onset of phonation for the dolphin⎯relative to the onset of a signal. The RTs were pooled according stimulus 
frequency and level. Median RT was then determined for each frequency and plotted as a function of stimulus SPL. 
The RT-SPL curves were then fit (non-linear curve fit, Origin 8.1 software) using a Piéron function (Piéron, 1920) 
with the following form: 

 
 

! 

RT " t0( ) = #I"$  (1) 
 

where RT is the subject reaction time, t0 is the minimum reaction time at the highest signal levels, β is a free 
parameter, and α is an exponent. Equal-latency curves were generated by determining the SPLs at each frequency 
that resulted in equal RTs based on the Piéron curve fits of RT-SPL curves. 

RESULTS 

The shortest RTs, found at the highest signal SPLs, were on the order of 200 and 300 ms for the sea lion and the 
dolphin, respectively. Median RT increased with decreasing SPL at all frequencies for both the sea lion and the 
dolphin. Increased variability in RT at near-threshold SPLs was also evident across all tested frequencies for both 
subjects. These patterns are apparent in the representative RT histograms shown for the sea lion in Fig. 1. Examples 
of preliminary RT-SPL curves for the sea lion and dolphin are shown in Fig. 2. Piéron functions provided a good fit 
of the RT-SPL data for the sea lion and the dolphin. The 300-ms equal-latency curve, based on the Piéron function 
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fit of the sea lion data, was very similar to a behavioral audiogram previously reported for this subject (Mulsow et 
al., 2011). The curves generated from shorter latencies of 210 and 230 ms were elevated above this audiogram and 
had a similar shape, although there were some changes relative to the audiogram as a result of relatively rapid 
increases in RT with decreasing SPL at 0.5 and 8 kHz. There did not appear to be a great deal of compression 
present in the equal-latency curves at the high- or low-frequency ends, although 0.125 and 0.250 kHz had not yet 
been included in analysis. Equal-latency curves were not yet derived for the dolphin, as relatively few data were 
available. 

 
FIGURE 1. Histograms of RT data at 8 kHz for a California sea lion. The sea lion’s RTs are the shortest and display relatively 
little variability at the highest levels (in dB re 20 µPa). Fewer replicates are present at the lowest levels as the sea lion correctly 
detected fewer signals near threshold. 
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FIGURE 2. RT-SPL curves (black) and Piéron function fits (red) for the California sea lion at 8 kHz (left) and the bottlenose 
dolphin at 20 kHz (right). The black squares represent the median RT at each stimulus level. Error bars represent the standard 
deviation of the median. The parameters of the Piéron function fits are given in the upper right corner of each plot. Piéron 
functions were fit simultaneously with preliminary data at other frequencies using a shared minimum response time parameter 
(t0). 

DISCUSSION 

The patterns of increasing median response time with decreasing signal SPL and increased variability at near-
threshold SPLs for both the sea lion and the dolphin are consistent with patterns previously observed with other 
animal species in similar tasks (Stebbins, 1966; Green, 1975; Pfingst et al., 1975; May et al., 2009; Kastelein et al., 
2011). Based on the similarity of these patterns, it can be assumed that median RT in the current study acts as a 
proxy for subjective loudness. Preliminary results with the sea lion suggest that, at least for levels within 
approximately 25 dB of threshold, the equal-latency curves (and therefore equal-loudness curves) have a shape that 
is generally similar to the audiogram. At these low to moderate levels, weighting functions for this species may 
likely resemble an inverted audiogram in shape. 

In terms of SPLs that are well above threshold, one of the main concerns with the use of RT as a proxy for 
loudness is the fact that subjective loudness continues to grow while RT reaches an asymptote. When generating 
equal-latency curves from Piéron fits of RT-SPL data, the asymptotic nature of RTs poses a problem. Specifically, 
when RTs near asymptote (i.e., near t0) are used to generate equal-latency curves, small changes in RT result in very 
large changes in corresponding SPL. This feature may potentially introduce errors in the equal-latency curves 
describing loudness perception at levels far above threshold. Unfortunately, equal-latency curves corresponding to 
far supra-threshold levels are of interest in terms of mitigating the effects of high-level noise on marine mammals 
(Southall et al., 2007), and they are the curves that likely deviate most from shape of the audiogram. 

One of the main contrasts between the current data and those from studies with other mammals is that 
compression in equal-loudness and equal-latency curves is noted at low frequencies (Suzuki and Takeshima, 2004; 
May et al., 2009), and in some cases at the high frequencies (May et al., 2009). The apparent lack of this trend in the 
current data is potentially due to the lowest frequencies for which testing is planned not being included in 
preliminary equal-latency analysis. Future testing will potentially demonstrate compression in loudness perception at 
high and low frequencies in sea lions and dolphins.  
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